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SUMMARY OF WAIVER REQUEST 

 

Per 63-3202(h)(10) of the Brevard County code our portion of the project currently proposed for site plan 

approval requires a minimum six-foot high masonry or solid wall when the property abuts a residential 

zoning classification.  We are requesting a waiver from this requirement in order to preserve more 

existing large trees along the boundary to create a better overall buffer and instead install a six-foot high 

opaque residential style fence to save more existing mature trees.   

 

The regulation is as follows: 

 

• “Wall required where property abuts residential zoning per 63-3202(h)(10): Site plans within BU-1, 

BU-2, or industrial zoning classifications shall construct a minimum of a six-foot high masonry or 

solid wall, including, but not limited to, concrete block walls, pre-cast (solid) walls, or foam 

core/steel support with stucco finish, when the subject property abuts a residential zoning 

classification.” 

 

Construction of a wall requires footings that will be dug much deeper into the ground impacting the 

ability to preserve existing trees.  It requires the complete removal of more trees typically versus a fence 

as the wall has a larger footer and less flexibility to work around existing trees.  They can impact the root 

system negatively causing them to die over time and potentially becoming a nuisance and danger by 

falling. In our experience, more of a concern comes with pine trees, and the site has pine trees we are 

proposing to preserve.   

 

A six-foot tall opaque fence has much more flexibility to be installed around trees and not impact their 

root systems like a wall.  The combined tree preservation with an attractive residential style fence creates 

an improved buffer, rather than clear cutting to install a wall and possibly plant smaller trees spaced 

equally creating the potential for large visual gaps along the boundary.  As shown on the included waiver 

exhibit, the pond banks have been maneuvered around the boundary trees to further maximize 

preservation.   

 

In addition, while this code is written for BU-1, BU-2 or industrial zonings, which typically have more 

intense commercial or industrial uses and allow for multiple story buildings, the proposed development is 

a single story assisted living facility (ALF). Many municipalities consider an ALF to be a residential use. In 

Brevard County it is still considered a commercial use, but it is in a residential setting with immaculately 

maintained amenities in order to be attractive to the families of the loved ones the facility cares for.  In 

fact, a large, dense buffer is preferred to mutually benefit the ALF residents and any residential 

neighbors. The site has been designed with the solid waste collection far from the canopy covered drop-

off/pick-up, parking buffered by the building, and points of ingress and egress to the site from the 

northwest corner or western boundaries of the property away from the residential to minimize any 

disturbances.   
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The residentially zoned properties adjacent to the east are undeveloped and owned by the applicant. The 

project proposes to preserve, in perpetuity, the healthy native canopy within the first 60’ east of the 

property line of the proposed development in a 20’ drainage easement and a 40’ preservation easement 

for a total of 60’ of tree preservation. The proposed preservation easement spans the entire length of the 

eastern boundary so any future residential development would be buffered by the proposed 6’ high 

opaque fence, 60’ of mature trees and the existing wetland, that varies in width between 75’ to 225’. 

There are no plans at all by the applicant to develop the residentially zoned property to the east at this 

time.   

 

 WAIVER JUSTIFICATION 

 

The following justifications follow the same numbering and order on the application for a waiver 

justification: 

1. The particular physical conditions specific to this applicant and project along the east property 

line for the proposed waiver are unique for the following reasons: 

• Both sides of the zoning line (property line) where the fence is proposed are owned by the same 

entity, the applicant. 

• The project utilizes existing canopy 60’ east of the eastern property line to meet canopy 

preservation requirements. This existing canopy, accompanied by a fence, will create a beautiful 

natural buffer between the ALF and future development of the parcel to the east. However, the 

installation of a wall could be detrimental to the root system of the existing trees in which the 

project proposes to preserve. 

• There is no proposed development to the east at this time.   

 

2. The granting of the waiver will not be injurious to adjacent property it will be a benefit to both the 

proposed project and the adjacent properties. 

 

3. The conditions of the zoning/property lines are not caused by the applicant, would not apply 

generally to other properties, and are unique to this waiver request.   

 

4. The waiver is consistent with the intent and purpose of the county zoning regulations, the county 

land use plan, and the requirements of the article being requested for the waiver.  In fact, it is an 

improvement to the code requirement to preserve more mature large trees and install a fence 

rather than clearing to install a wall. 

 

5. There are no delays attributed to state or federal permits, this is not applicable.   

 

6. There are no natural disasters related to this request, this is not applicable.   
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